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Abstract

We report results from studies using four different protocols to prepare hydrated amorphous
calcium carbonate, ranging from random initial structures to melting hydrated mineral structures.
All protocols give good agreement with experimental X-ray structure factors. However, the
thermodynamic properties, ion coordination environments, and distribution of water for the
structures produced by the protocols show statistically significant variation depending on the
protocols used. We discuss the diffusivity of water through the various structures and its relation
to experiments. We show that one protocol (based on melting ikaite) gives a structure where the
water is mobile, due to the presence of porosity in the amorphous structure. We conclude that
our models of hydrated amorphous calcium carbonate do give a range of behaviour that
resembles that observed experimentally, although the variation is less marked in the simulations
than in experiments.
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1.

Introduction

The process of biomineralisation has intrigued the scientific community for nearly a century 1.
Living systems can fine-tune the precipitation of minerals, leading to structures with both
remarkable morphologies over various length scales and unusual physical properties 2. These
structures are often formed through the initial precipitation of hydrated amorphous precursors, as
has been observed in both vertebrates and invertebrates

3-5

. Hydrated amorphous calcium

carbonate is an example of such a phase and is the precursor to calcite (usually) 6, aragonite7 and
vaterite 8 in many living organisms. Control over structures, polymorph selection and properties
is achieved by a complex interplay between the solution chemistry 9, the presence of inorganic 10,
11

or organic 12-14 molecules and the physical conditions 15, 16 under which the phase precipitates.

These processes have inspired new synthetic methods including the replication of the sea urchin
skeletal plate using solid substrates

17

or the fabrication of micro-lens arrays by self-assembly

from amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) mediated by organic molecules

18

. However, before

being able to use such approaches effectively, the mechanisms of morphological control and
polymorph selection must be fully understood. Indeed, since ACC is a common starting point
from which polymorph selection occurs in carbonate biominerals, a deeper knowledge of the
structure and properties of ACC is a key step in gaining this understanding.

Experimental evidence, from analysis of either biologically or synthetically prepared samples,
indicates that ACC, CaCO3.nH2O, can exist in a number of different forms. These were initially
distinguished by their stability, which is dependent upon the presence or absence of water within
the structure19. Although less hydrated ACC has been reported in some systems 20, there is now a
consensus that the biologically relevant composition is chemically similar to monohydrocalcite
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with one water molecule per formula unit (n~1)21.. Hydrated ACC has been observed to persist
for days to months at room temperature, while anhydrous ACC readily transforms into one of the
final crystalline polymorphs

10, 19

. Previous analysis by X-ray total scattering showed that both

short and medium range order are present within ACC. No correlation, however, in the pair
distribution function could be found for distances greater than 10
long range order

22, 23

suggesting the absence of

. Ca K-edge extended X-ray absorption spectroscopy has been used to

determine the first coordination shell of the calcium ion. Approximately seven oxygen atoms
were found in the calcium coordination shell on average, with typical bond lengths between 2.40
and 2.50 Å, but the details proved to be highly dependent on the sample

22, 24

. Proton solid-state

nuclear magnetic resonance showed that two different types of water are present within the
structure. One is largely immobile and labelled as structural, but the other showed an increased
mobility22, 25, 26. The location of this water appears, again, to be dependent on the sample origin.
In synthetic samples the mobile water is in contact with the carbonate ions

22

while in biogenic

samples no mobile water is identified close to the carbonate ions. Instead it was hypothesized by
Reeder et al to be segregated in channels 25.

Molecular modelling has also been used to study both anhydrous 27-29 and hydrated ACC 24, 2933

. Molecular modelling has the great advantage of providing a wealth of molecular-level

information about structure and dynamics. The converse of this is that it is limited to short time
and length scales. In the context of an amorphous solid—such as ACC, whether with or without
water—this must always raise questions about how comprehensively the range of possible
molecular configurations is being sampled. Given the experimental evidence that different forms
of ACC do exist, this becomes particularly important, and may raise questions about the
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comparability of different modelling studies. Agreement with the limited amount of structural
information is not, in itself, sufficient to guarantee that the proposed structure is correct. For
example, not all the proposed ACC structures that are consistent with experimental scattering
data prove to be stable in subsequent molecular dynamics simulations

30

. It is therefore of

considerable importance to characterise the degree of comparability with experiment (and indeed
with each other) that may be expected between molecular simulation studies that use different
protocols for generating the ACC structures. The purpose of this paper is to provide precisely
this comparison. We report results from studies using four different protocols to prepare the
ACC, ranging from random initial structures to melting hydrated mineral structures. It is found
that all protocols give good agreement with structure factors obtained from diffraction
experiments. Some variations are found in the thermodynamic properties, ion coordination
environments, and behaviour of water, but these variations are generally modest.

2.

Methods

2.1 Simulation methods
We have used classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate amorphous
CaCO3.H2O. Force fields were selected which are known to predict accurately both the structure
and energetics of crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs and the thermodynamics of ion solvation,
namely those of Raiteri and Gale
SPC/Fw

36

29

and Demichelis et al.

34

(Note that the use of TIP3P

35

or

for water, respectively, is embedded within these force-fields.) The two force-fields

differ primarily in that the latter includes intramolecular forces in order to obtain a better
comparison to solid state vibrational spectra and to capture the variation in carbonate bond
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lengths found in vaterite. Within our studies, we found no significant difference between these
two force-fields, and so present the results using the Demichelis et al. potential 34.

All simulations were performed with the DL_POLY code (DL_POLY 4.03.4 and 2.20, and
DL_POLY_Classic 1.9) 37, 38, using the NPT ensemble at T=300 K and P=0.1 MPa implemented
via a Nosé–Hoover thermostat and barostat with 0.1 ps and 1.0 ps relaxation times respectively.
Orthorhombic periodic boundaries conditions were used throughout, except in the case of the
monohydrocalcite structure where hexagonal boundary conditions were used due to the unit cell
of this mineral. As will be shown later, using different periodic boundary conditions does not
affect the results. The cut-off for short-range interactions was set to 9.0 Å, as defined by the
chosen force field

34

. Calculations were performed with electrostatic interactions treated using

either the smooth particle mesh Ewald (SPME) method or the standard Ewald sum. A
comparison of the calculations showed no significant difference in any calculated properties;
data using SPME electrostatics are reported unless otherwise specified. Production trajectories
with a minimum time of 2 ns, though more typically ca. 5 ns, were generated for analysis. The
timestep for all the simulations was 1 fs.

2.2 ACC preparation protocols
Four different methods of preparing the initial configuration were used. Two involved random
placement of the ions, while the other two melted hydrated crystalline forms of calcium
carbonate (monohydrocalcite and ikaite) followed by further steps in the case of ikaite to obtain
the required CaCO3:H2O ratio. Full details are given below.

6

ACCRLJ: The system was initially prepared by inserting the ions and water molecules at
random in a ratio of 1:3 (2880 CaCO3 units and 8640 water molecules). The system was then
simulated at 750 K (3 ns, NVT) with all electrostatic interactions switched off, and introducing a
Ca-Ca Lennard-Jones interaction ( = 5.17 Å,  = 0.00674 eV) since cation repulsion is enforced
only via electrostatic interactions in our two chosen force-fields. This produces a random
Lennard-Jones (RLJ) analogue of ACC. Subsequently water molecules were removed at random
to obtain a composition of CaCO3.H2O, the full published force-field reinstated, and a 5 ns NPT
simulation conducted at 300 K to allow the system to relax. Energy and volume were monitored
over this time to confirm that relaxation was complete over the 5 ns.

ACCRPm: The system was initially prepared using the Packmol package, which randomly
inserts molecules or atoms within set boundaries 39. The 486 formula units of CaCO3.H2O were
inserted with a tolerance of 2.20 Å (minimum distance between inserted particles). The system
was first simulated at 3000 K (2 ns, NVT, V =40111.36

) then cooled down through

successive steps (1 ns, T = 300 K, NVT) to 300 K.

ACCIk: a nanocrystal of ikaite (2880 formula units) was embedded in liquid water (30 000
water molecules) and simulated first at 1500 K (1 ns, NVT, V = 1.00  106 Å3) and then at
300 K (5 ns, NPT, P = 0.1MPa). Water molecules were then removed at random to produce a
composition CaCO3.H2O, and the system again simulated at 1500 K (1 ns, NVT, volume taken
from the end of the previous simulation) and at 300 K (5 ns, NPT, P = 0.1 MPa) while
monitoring energy and volume to confirm relaxation was complete. The ikaite underwent a
partial phase separation during the melting phase, with the consequence that the final system

7

contained irregular pores of water, some of which spanned the simulation box; these were not
found in the other three systems. This system could appropriately be described as microporous
ACC.

ACCMHC: a nanocrystal of monohydrocalcite (MHC) containing 576 formula units was
simulated at 3000 K (2 ns, NVT, a = b = 41.90 Å, c = 30.33 Å,

=

= 90.0°,  = 120.0°) and

then cooled down through successive steps (1 ns, T = 300 K, NVT) to 300 K while retaining
the initial volume. A final equilibration simulation was conducted at 300 K (5 ns, NPT,
P = 0.1MPa) while monitoring energy and volume to confirm relaxation was complete.

2.3 Analysis
Where needed for analysis, coordination radii were defined from the first minimum in the
appropriate pair distribution function: 2.8 Å for Ca–Oall, 4.01 Å for Ca–C, and 3.8 Å for Ow–Ow
(where Ow denotes an oxygen atom that is part of a water molecule; oxygen atoms within the
carbonate ions will be denoted Oc, and Oall describes all oxygen atoms). To calculate free
volumes and areas a probe method was chosen, namely the Connolly surface40. This is a method
that has been commonly used in the literature to represent regions from which solvent is
excluded by measuring the volume accessible to a probe (see, for example its use in analysing
microstructure-dependent diffusion by Zhang et al (2009)41 and mineral-water surfaces by Zeitler
et al (2012)42). The Connolly free volumes and areas were calculated with the Materials Studio
package using a probe with a radius of 1.575 Å (corresponds to /2 in the water potential), a Van
der Waals scale factor of 1.0 and the grid interval set to 0.15 (Ultra-fine).

8

We have used a perfusion analysis to identify the presence of water channels. Bulk ACC
simulation cells were modified by increasing the z component of the simulation box to convert
the bulk cell into a slab separated by a vacuum gap that was subsequently filled with argon (gap
width, Lz = 50.0 Å, density of Ar atoms in the ‘vacuum’ gap,

Argon

= 1.203 g cm–3, NVT,

Lennard-Jones interactions for argon: 43  = 3.405 Å,  = 0.991 kJ mol-1) and all water molecules
were then removed from the ACC sample. Lorenz-Berthelot mixing rules were used for all the
Ar/CaCO3  terms, while the  term was chosen to be 2.3 Å for all Ar-X interactions, as this
corresponded approximately to the smallest distance observed in the radial distribution function
between Ow and Oc. In subsequent MD simulations (1 ns, NVT) the ingress of Ar into the ACC
was used to identify potential water-filled channels accessible to the surface.
Diffusion coefficients, D, have been calculated from the long-time slope of the average mean
square displacement of atoms and ions over time, following normal procedures and averaging
over multiple time origins, t0 44:

(1)

where

and the notation <…>i,t0 indicates an average over all equivalent molecules, i, and time origins,
t0. Averaging over time origins has the consequence that more sampling is done for shorter time
intervals. We found that fitting the time interval (0.2 tprod, 0.5 tprod), where tprod was the
simulation production run, gave a good compromise between better sampling and taking the long

9

time limit in equation (1). As will be shown later, and not surprisingly for an amorphous solid,
the diffusion coefficients were generally very small. To obtain more information about the atom
and ion mobility through ACC, we have therefore also analysed the contribution of individual
molecules to the diffusion coefficient. This has been achieved by calculating the change in mean
square displacement per unit time for each molecule, i, independently, giving a single molecule
effective diffusion coefficient, Di:

(2)

where the averaging is just over the time origins, t0. The ensemble average of all these Di
values will be the normal molecular diffusion coefficient, D, which must have a positive value.
However, individual Di coefficients can take negative values: at any given time some molecules
will be moving back towards their origin.

3.

Results and discussion

3.1 Pair distribution functions
Total distribution functions calculated from the simulated structures are presented in Figure 1,
together with the experimental data of Radha et al 45. It is clear from Figure 1 that there is good
agreement between the experimental and simulated curves, and that the four different protocols
lead to essentially identical total distribution functions. Such agreement is a necessary condition
for a good ACC model, but is not in itself sufficient. It is only for spherical particles that the
radial distribution functions give a complete specification of the thermodynamic and structural

10

properties of the material 46. In general, many configurational ensembles map onto the same total
distribution function, and so significant structural differences can still exist between systems that
generate the same distribution functions. This point will be considered further in subsequent
sections.
(a

(b)

Figure 1. a) Comparison of the simulated total distribution functions, G(r), obtained from the
four different ACC construction protocols. b) Comparison of the simulated and experimental
total distribution functions; because of the similarity between the systems, four separate
comparisons are presented with a vertical shift imposed to separate the curves. The curve
obtained from ACCRPm is blue, while red is from ACCIk, green for ACCRLJ, purple for ACCMHC
and black for the experimental curve obtained by Radha et al.
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The large difference observed at 1.3 Å is due to a comparatively rigid C-Oc bond in the force
field used for the simulations compared to experimental measurements. Other small differences
are apparent between the experimental and simulated curves in the region 2.5–4.0 Å, and it is
instructive to consider these in more detail. Because our discussion is focused on this region, we
will number the peaks and troughs from the first intermolecular peak, at ca. 2.3 Å. The
component pair distribution functions in this region are depicted in Figure 2. In the total
distribution function, the simulated curve shows a second peak at 2.9 Å that is present more as a
shoulder to the main peak in the experimental data. The experimental curve also shows a
shoulder to the left of the second peak (3.5 Å) that is missing in the simulated curve, with the
result that the minimum between these first two peaks shifts from 3.15 Å (experiment) to 3.5 Å
(simulation). The dominant pair contributions to this region of the total distribution function
come from: Oc–Ca, which is essentially flat across this range; Oc–Ow, which shows a steady
monotonic decrease in intensity; and Oc–Oc and Ca–C, both of which peak in the range 2.9–3.5
Å. At the same time, there is very little contribution from Ca–Ow in the range 2.9–3.5 Å, and
only a small contribution for 3.5–4.0 Å. Intriguingly, the Ca–C shows two peaks, one coincident
with the overstated shoulder at 2.9 Å, and the other near the understated minimum at 3.15 Å.
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Figure 2. Decomposition of the calculated G(r) for ACCRLJ into atom-atom pair distribution
functions, gij; the smallest gij have been omitted for clarity. Data from the other ACC systems
were essentially identical

These small differences between simulation and experiment could be due to subtle deficiencies
in the force-field, or to incomplete characterisation of the experimental material at the nanoscale.
Recent simulation studies examining the surface organisation of water molecules in carbonates
have demonstrated that the force-fields do not perfectly replicate the X-ray reflectivity data

47

,

and the observations on Figure 2 would be consistent with a force-field that allowed Ca–C
contacts to become too close. On the other hand, nanoscale segregation of the water phases,
impurities or non-stoichiometry within the experimental ACC samples cannot be ruled out.
Given the potential for differences arising from the large scale structural variability of this phase,
the small overall discrepancies between the simulated and experimental total distribution
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functions, and the coincidence of the major peak positions and heights, we conclude that the
major features of ACC are well reproduced within the four series of simulations.

3.2 Thermodynamic properties of ACC
Potential energies and densities for the four ACC systems are shown in Table 1. The densities
of the four simulated ACC systems fall between those of monohydrocalcite and vaterite,
indicating a more densely packed structure than is found in the hydrated crystalline phase and
implying that there is little space for empty pores in these models of ACC.

Table 1. Thermodynamic properties of ACC (amorphous CaCO3.H2O) and calcium carbonate
crystalline polymorphs; calculated standard deviations indicate that uncertainties are consistent
with the precision quoted. The configurational energy change,

Uconf is referred to ACCMHC as

the zero.
System

 / g cm–3

Uconf / kJ mol–1

Uconf / kJ mol–1

ACCRLJ

2.63

-2908.62

3.38

ACCRPm

2.58

-2910.45

1.55

ACCIk

2.54

-2896.44

15.56

ACCMHC

2.62

-2912.00

0

Monohydrocalcite

2.37

Ikaite

1.77

Calcite

2.76

Aragonite

3.01

Vaterite

2.68
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Comparison of the densities with experiment is difficult; there are only a few results available
and the composition of experimental ACCs is not often analysed. Two studies have analysed the
density using SAX measurements and found values of

and 1.9 g cm–3, respectively

48,49

.

The main difference between the two experiments was the initial concentration of solutes, which
was doubled in the second. In a later study, Faatz et al. also obtained a value of 1.9 g cm-3 using
Brillouin spectroscopy for an ACC with 0.5 H2O per formula unit 50. The amount of water in the
sample was obtained by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). However, Michel et al. used the
same method as Faatz et al. to prepare their ACC and their TGA analysis showed a water content
of 1.29 H2O per formula unit 22. The differences obtained within these studies, and the fact that
the same experiments appear to give very different values, suggests that it is very difficult to
measure the density accurately for a well-defined composition. Measurements taken at different
times and in different environments, give results relating to different compositions and
structures. If the density measured by Faatz et al. is assumed to be representative, it suggests that
a larger number of void spaces are present in the structure of experimental ACC than for any of
the simulated structures. However, such a density could also result from a more highly hydrated
ACC (as for Michel et al.22).

ACCIk is the least mechanically stable configuration and shows the maximum variation in
configurational energy while the other structures are all within room temperature fluctuations.
For the case of ACCIk the difference is 15.56 kJ mol–1, which is only 0.5% of the total energy.
However, it is comparable with the dissolution enthalpy of calcite (-12.5 kJ.mol-1
experimentally51 and -38.6 kJ.mol-1 simulated with the current force field29) and with typical
hydrogen bond energies, and so cannot be considered inconsequential. Intriguingly, the energy
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differences show little correlation with density, which indicates that the variation arises from
structural differences and not just from a size-scaling of the Coulombic energy.

3.3 Ion Coordination
The average coordination numbers for oxygen around calcium have been thoroughly analysed
in the literature, and can readily be compared with our results (see Table 2). A more detailed
analysis, in terms of the distribution of coordination numbers, is also available from simulation
and is depicted in Figure 3. Values for our simulated ACC are in the range 7.43–7.64. This sits
well within the range of experimental results. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure analysis
(EXAFS) of synthetic ACCs in different studies showed scattered results between 5 and 9
oxygen atoms in the coordination sphere of calcium

10, 19, 23, 52-54

. The distribution of Ca–Oall in

Figure 3 is in agreement with this spread, with Ca2+ ions found to have coordination numbers
between 6 and 9. Our simulated data also complies with the analysis of biogenic ACC obtained
from the sea-tulip pyura pachidermatina (

) 52.
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Table 2. Coordination number, CN(Ca–X) for element X about Ca2+. The uncertainties quoted
are the standard deviation of the mean.
System

CN (Ca-Ox)

CN (Ca-C)

Oall

Ow

Oc

C

ACCRLJ

7.64  0.01

1.71  0.02

5.92  0.02

5.17  0.01

ACCRPm

7.55  0.03

1.52  0.05

6.03  0.05

5.20  0.04

ACCMHC

7.63  0.02

1.58  0.04

6.04  0.04

5.22  0.03

ACCIk

7.43  0.01

1.21 0.03

6.22  0.02

5.54  0.02

ACC (expt)

5–9a

–

–

–

7.4  0.5b

4.5  2b

Calcite

6

0

6

6

Aragonite

9

0

9

6

Vaterite

8

0

8

6

Monohydrocalcite 8

2

6

4

Ikaite

6

2

1

8

a

XAFS data, refs 8, 10, 19, 23, 52-54.

b

ACC from pyura pachidermatina 52
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Figure 3. Frequency distribution of the coordination number for Oall atoms about Ca2+, averaged
across the simulation for each Ca2+ ion. Top row: ACCIk (left); ACCRLJ (right). Bottom row:
ACCRPm (left); ACCMHC (right).

The simulated data (Table 2 and Figure 3) do show some statistically significant differences
between the models. In particular, the model derived from ikaite, ACCIk, gives smaller Ca–Oall
and larger Ca–C coordination numbers than the other three. Its distribution also shows a more
even spread of Ca–Oall coordination numbers in the range 7–8.

The relative contributions of water and carbonate to the calcium coordination shell are also
consistent across three of the four ACC systems, with Ow comprising 20–22% of the
coordination shell. This value is actually consistent with stoichiometry: the composition of the
system, CaCO3.H2O, gives a 1:3 ratio of water:carbonate oxygens; the Oc coordination is 15–
16% higher than the C coordination, which indicates that 15% of the carbonate–calcium
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interactions are bi-dentate; this, in turn, gives a ratio for Ow:Oc of 1:(31.15), i.e. 22%, which
agrees with the observed ratio of 20% to within the statistical uncertainties. The fourth model is,
again, the one derived from ikaite. For this system, only 16% of the calcium coordination shell
comes from water. Intriguingly, the bidentate contribution also drops: to 12%. Following the
same argument based on stoichiometry, this would predict 23% of the Ca2+ coordination shell to
come from water, rather than the 16% found in reality. Thus water appears to be underrepresented in the Ca2+ coordination environment for ACCIk. This is consistent with the
formation of water micropores within ACCIk but not in the other three models.

3.4 Water-accessible volume and area
Connolly free volumes and areas40, or the closely related available volumes and areas55, are
commonly used to probe microporosity and heterogeneity within a material. The available
Connolly volumes are calculated by treating atoms in the material as hard spheres and then
identifying the regions where it is possible to insert a (hard sphere) probe atom without creating
overlap between the material and the probe. Connolly volumes and surface areas are then
calculated as the free volume (surface) accessible to the probe atom; as such, the values reported
will depend on the probe radius in a way that makes quantitative comparison with experiment
ambiguous. If we consider a solid structure, the molecules within it will not pack as perfect
spheres, but will form an atomically rough surface. As a result, if we try to obtain a value of the
available volume occupied by water molecules using the Van der Waals radius of water, 1.575 Å
(shown in Table 3) we obtain values that are considerably lower than the average volume of a
molecule in liquid water (30.0 Å3), or indeed of that reported for a water molecule within
monohydrocalcite:29 14.86 Å3. On the other hand, using a probe radius of zero will overestimate
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the volume (area), as it overlooks the inefficient packing of spheres in 3D space that happens
with real atoms and molecules. In the case of ACC, this uncertainty will be accentuated by strong
electrostatic repulsions (Oc-Ow) and attractions (Ca-Ow), which undermine the concept of using a
unique probe radius. As a result there is no unique and general way of mapping available volume
onto experimental measures. Nevertheless, these measures of volume and surface areas are
extremely useful for comparing theoretical models (where probe definitions can be used
consistently) and so have been used here to assess the effects of the four ACC preparation
protocols. In particular, it is possible to calculate the Connolly volumes accessible to the probe
for a series of probe radii to gain much greater detail about the size-dependence of pore space
within the material.

The Connolly volumes accessible to the probe have been calculated for all four ACC
structures. The calculation has been done for the ACC as formed (to give a measure of the native
porosity of the material) and with the water molecules removed (to give a measure of the volume
occupied by water). We shall refer to this as “dehydrated ACC” as no relaxation to a stable
anhydrous ACC has been allowed. The results are given in Table 3. There is a large variation in
the percentage volume occupied by the water molecules between the ACC samples when using a
probe radius of 1.575 Å. ACCIk clearly shows the highest water-occupied volume with 13.62%,
while the lowest value is observed for ACCMHC with 2.85%.

For the “dehydrated” ACC, we have also calculated the Connolly volume accessible to the
probe across a wide range of probe radii (Figure 4). The probe radius dependence follows the
trends in the density identified above. Three of the systems (ACCRLJ, ACCRPm and ACCMHC)
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give the same curve shape and very similar magnitudes. The ACCRPm curve is shifted up by
about 1–2%, which is consistent with its density being about 1% lower than the other two (table
1). In contrast, the ACCIk system shows consistently higher probe-accessible volumes (about 6%
at smaller probe radii, again consistent with its lower density). Much more significantly,
however, it shows a much slower decay as the probe radius increases. This is indicative of larger
pore sizes (the probe excluded volume effects are confined to the pore surface) and is entirely
consistent with the formation of nanoscale channels in the ikaite-derived model.

The maximum Connolly accessible volumes recorded in Figure 4 are about 30%, and
correspond to a volume of 20–23 Å3 per water molecule. This is significantly larger than the
value of 14.86 Å3 calculated for monohydrocalcite by Raiteri and Gale (2010). However this
should be considered as an upper bound. As mentioned before, this value will include volumes
that are not solely occupied by water molecules, such as the effect of small cavities present
within the structure due to the inefficient packing of the ions. When the probe radius is increased
to 1.575 Å (the approximate van der Waals radius of a water molecule in our model) the
accessible volume drops to 2–4 Å3 per water molecule for three of the systems, and 10 Å3 for
ACCIk, as shown in Figure 4; for comparison, the corresponding calculation for ACCMHC with
the water removed yields an available volume of just 0.055 Å3. Given the discussion of liquid
water free volume above, this indicates that all four ACC systems exhibit a degree of
nanoporosity but that this level is again higher for ACCIk. As noted in the methods section,
ACCIk could reasonably be considered microporous.
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Table 3. Free Connolly volume and surface area within the system for the four ACC models
using a probe radius of 1.575Å.

ACCRLJ

ACCRPm

ACCMHC

ACCIk

Percentage
free
volume
accessible to the probe after
water is removed from structure
Free volume (Å3) previously
occupied by water accessible to
the probe per formula unit
True free volume per formula
unit (Å3) for ACC.
Area (Å2) of the free surface
accessible to the probe when
water is removed from the
structure

Free volume accessible to the probe
(%total)

35
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25
20
15
10
5
0
0

0.5
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1.5

2

2.5

Radius of tip (Ang)

Figure 4. Change in free Connolly volume accessible to the probe (as a percentage of the total
volume) after water is removed from the structure as a function of the probe radius. The blue
curve refers to ACCRLJ, red to ACCIk, green to ACCRPm and purple to ACCMHC.
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As all the structures were prepared with the same stoichiometry, the difference must arise from
the configurations that the water molecules adopt within the different structures. The accessible
surface area can be used to investigate some of these differences. Table 3 shows that the surface
area available to the probe is approximately equal for all the models for a probe size equivalent
to a water molecule, although the corresponding accessible volume is much larger for ACCIk
than for the other cases. The smaller surface to volume ratio for ACCIk suggests that the water
molecules in that system are more segregated from the ionic framework, forming water channels.
(Here “channel” means a pore large enough to allow translational movement of a water
molecule.) This may give some of the water in ACCIk properties closer to that of a liquid. On the
other hand, ACCMHC, ACCRLJ and ACCRPm models probably form small, individual pores within
the structure. This can be seen in Figure 5 where, in the ACCIk model, the formation of a water
layer (in blue) at the centre of the periodic box is clearly visible and a percolating channel
appears to be present, whereas the other three structures show a much more homogeneous water
distribution throughout the structure.
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Figure 5. Representation of the ACC structure obtained using a surface representation of the Ow
from the VMD visualiser using the QuickSurf drawing method (radius scale = 1.1, density
isovalue = 1.0, grid spacing = 1.0)

56

to show only the water molecules (in blue in the image).

Top row: ACCIk (left); ACCRLJ (right). Bottom row: ACCRPm (left); ACCMHC (right).

The change in the total accessible volume occupied by water along the trajectory of the
simulation has also been analysed. The total accessible volume changes by approximately
5% over a relatively small amount of time (approximately 0.1 ns) indicating that small scale
rearrangements within the system are continually occurring. This mechanism could lead to
possible dehydration pathways such as the transient formation of channels.
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3.5 Water channels and perfusion of Argon
As will be shown below, the CaCO3 framework shows little mobility during any of our
simulations. As a result, it is possible to estimate the volume accessible to water by calculating
the average 3-dimensional density distribution of water over the simulation; this is akin to
visualizing the trajectory with time-lapse photography. The results are depicted in Figure 6 (a).
The average volume occupied by water molecules during a simulation, shows chains of water
molecules that pervade the whole structure.

To explore further whether these chains are in percolating channels, and hence provide a
transport network for water within the ACC, anhydrous ACC films were created by removing
water from the bulk ACC (see methods section), and simulated under an Ar atmosphere. ArACC parameters were modified to give Ar an apparent size within the ACC that mimicked
water. As mentioned in the method section, the parameters were obtained using the minimum
contact distance observed in the radial distribution function between the ions and water.
Perfusion of Ar atoms into—and potentially through—the dehydrated ACC film would then
identify channels through which water transport was sterically feasible. A snapshot of the
distribution of Ar atoms during these perfusion simulations is given in Figure 6 (b). The
microporous system, ACCIk, showed the presence of pores that percolated through the system.
Pores were also observed for all the other structures. However these were all relatively short,
with the longest pore penetrating only 13-15 Å into the slab; this is far less than the width of the
slab (33 Å), and demonstrates the absence of stable percolating channels within these three ACC
structures. Coupled with the results detailed for Figure 6 (a), this suggests that the water
movement is a dynamic process where the water is not segregated from the ions but can jump
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from one site to the next. The ACCIk structure was the only one to show fully connected channels
of water. As shown above (section 3.2 and Table 1), this structure had a higher configurational
energy than the other three ACC structures and is therefore likely to exist (if at all) as only a
small fraction of the population of the ensemble of structures present in ACC and we would not
expect it to contribute significantly to the average structural data.

a)

b)

Figure 6. (a) Average density of water molecules during a simulation of ACCRPm. Key: Ar is
represented by blue spheres with radius 2.3 Å (the Lennard-Jones ); (b) Distribution of Ar
atoms within the ACCRPm phase during MD perfusion simulations. Single snapshot showing
channels accessible by Ar from the dehydrated ACC surface; red (O) and cyan (C) lines depict
the bonds within carbonate ions; the water molecules are represented by cyan spheres.
3.6 Atom and ion Mobility
The dynamics of a system is likely to depend strongly on the material structure. Analysing the
mobility of the atoms and ions through ACC should therefore be a sensitive test of comparability
between the different ACC models. Diffusion coefficients, D, have been calculated from the
slope of the ionic/atomic mean square displacements with respect to time (Equation 1) and
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results are presented in Table 4. From these values we can see that the only water diffusion
coefficients large enough to suggest significant water mobility are those for ACCIk. Moreover,
the distribution of single molecule diffusion coefficients (Di, Equation 2) shows that the
molecular diffusion coefficient D in ACCIk is dominated by a comparatively small population of
mobile water molecules with Di values in the range 10–11 – 10–10 m2 s–1 (Figure 7). This suggests
that these water molecules inhabit a different part of the amorphous structure to most of the
molecules — the micropores. Water within these micropores should be significantly more
mobile than water within an ionic glass, and so gives an average diffusion coefficient that is
much larger than for water in the non-microporous ACC systems.

Table 4. Diffusion coefficients for the components of ACC
System

10-15D / m2 s–1
Ca2+ CO32– H2O

ACCRLJ

5.1

5.5

42

ACCRPm

13

14

110

ACCMHC

6.4

5.8

48

ACCIk

32

33

1000 0
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Figure 7. Distribution of single molecule diffusion coefficients Di (see §2.3 and Equation (2))
for the oxygen of the water molecules for the different models. The blue, green, red and purple
curves represent ACCRLJ, ACCRPm, ACCIk and ACCMHC respectively.

This is reminiscent of the experimental results obtained by Michel et al.22 and Reeder et al.25
using proton NMR to analyse synthetic ACC. In that work half of the water molecules were
largely immobile and were labelled as structural while the rest were capable of restricted motion.
If we look at the single molecule diffusion coefficients for the water hydrogen atoms, Hw,
(Figure 8) a much wider spread in the data is found, more in accordance with the proton NMR.
This spread of values can be ascribed to rotational motion of the water molecule, giving
comparatively large motions of the hydrogen atoms compared with the associated oxygen atoms.
Thus some of the water in ACC is translationally free, moving down channels, whereas some is
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rotationally free, as suggested by the NMR, and some is fully incorporated into the structure of
the amorphous solid.

Fraction of hydrogen of water molecules

0.5

0.25

0
-2.00E-12 -1.50E-12 -1.00E-12 -5.00E-13 0.00E+00 5.00E-13

1.00E-12

1.50E-12

2.00E-12

Single molecule diffusion coefficient (m2.s-1)

Figure 8. Distribution of single molecule diffusion coefficient, Di (see §2.3 and equation (2))
for the hydrogens of the water molecules for the different models. The blue, green, red and
purple curves represent ACCRLJ, ACCRPm, ACCIk and ACCMHC respectively.

Michel et al. also found that the mobile water was associated with the carbonate ion and the
structural water was inferred to be closer to the Ca2+ ions. This is in contrast to a later study
looking at biogenic ACC
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where the authors did not find mobile water close to the carbonate

ions, but identified segregation of the water molecules within the structure forming channels and
pores. Again, when the pair distributions functions were compared, no clear differences were
observed between the synthetic and biogenic samples. They hypothesized that in synthetic ACC
the water mobility permeated the structure, which could aid ionic transport and ACC
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restructuring, while in biogenic ACC the water and carbonate are decoupled leading to a more
rigid structure, which could explain the increased stability of the sample. However, although our
model ACCIk shows the most segregation of water within the structure, it does not give the
slowest diffusivity for the ions. While the more mobile water will be more likely to leave the
system during dehydration, full dehydration is likely to require further structural changes 26.

4.

Conclusions

Four different protocols were used in this work to construct models for hydrated ACC with
composition CaCO3·H2O. These protocols started from both hydrated crystalline phases and
random structures, and employed a wide range of temperatures during the initialisation stages.
All four gave materials with very similar pair distribution functions for the hydrated ACC.
Associated total distribution functions and ion coordination numbers for all four simulated
hydrated ACC systems were also in good agreement with available experimental data. Indeed,
none of the simulated ACC structures were inconsistent with the available experimental data for
real ACC materials.

However, some significant differences in the physical properties of the ACC models were
found. Melting and then dehydrating ikaite crystals generated a partial phase separation that gave
rise to water-filled micropores within the ACC. This led to a lower overall density and
substantially faster diffusion of water within the ACC. It did not, however, increase the mobility
of Ca2+ and CO32– ions; nor did it change the coordination environment of the Ca2+ substantially.
Interestingly, the phase separation of the water molecule did lead to a structure which was
mechanically less stable than the other more homogeneous models24
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In general, the variation between the simulated systems is less than that observed between
different experimental studies at compositions comparable to CaCO3.H2O. Greater experimental
resolution of the nanoscale structure of real ACC materials would, however, be helpful in
developing better models of ACC.
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